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UNLEASH YOUR 
GREATNESS

LEARN MORE

IT ALL BEGINS 
ON JULY 1ST

A BLUEPRINT FOR CRUSHING 
YOUR 3RD QUARTER GOALS
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UNLEASH YOUR GREATNESS
Are you ready to CRUSH YOUR THIRD QUARTER GOALS? Because if you are, then 

today’s your lucky day...as you’ve just found the world’s most powerful program for 

getting more done in the next 100 days than most do over the course of 10 years.

Let’s be honest. Traditional goal setting just doesn’t work. We all start out with good 

intentions, but along the way, we get distracted or discouraged and soon drop the ball.

If you’re serious about stepping up your game in the 3rd quarter, you need a radically 
different approach...and that’s why you’re going to love the 100 Day Challenge.

ACCELERATE YOUR 
PERFORMANCE

Developing a set of goals is one thing. Executing them is everything.
GARY RYAN BLAIR

http://www.100daychallenge.com
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ACHIEVE ANY 
GOAL FAST

THE 100 DAY CHALLENGE
The 100 Day Challenge is the fastest and smartest and easiest way for you to achieve any 

goal, ignite a performance explosion—and CRUSH YOUR THIRD QUARTER GOALS.

While we all have different goals and aspirations, one thing we all have in common is that 
WE ALL LOVE A CHALLENGE—something that inspires us to reach the peak of our  

potential, which stretches our comfort zone, and which demands urgency and focus. 

When you set goals in the context of a 100 day sprint, you no longer have the luxury of 

putting off decisions or not taking action. Built to get you to operate with blistering speed 
and relentless execution, the 100 Day Challenge will help you deliver profound results.

And driving big results fast is how you want to operate...isn’t it?

http://www.100daychallenge.com
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IT’S ALL 
ABOUT RESULTS

EXECUTION IS EVERYTHING
EXECUTION IS THE SINGLE GREATEST DIFFERENTIATOR as great companies and 

successful individuals deploy superior execution strategies. So the big obstacle standing 

between you and a successful third quarter is a lack of consistent execution.

IT’S THAT SIMPLE
The 100 Day Challenge is your catalyst for ACCELERATING YOUR PERFORMANCE… 

primarily because we focus on one thing—getting you from point A to B quickly.

CRUSHING YOUR THIRD QUARTER GOALS is all about accelerating the relationship 

between cause and effect. The faster the cause, the faster the effect and that is precisely 
why you’re going to love the 100 Day Challenge... as it’s all about driving big results fast.
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START FAST 
FINISH STRONG

The 100 Day Challenge is an extreme, hardcore goal setting program designed to get  

you to perform at your best through superior execution and a strong sense of urgency.

Whether your goal is to increase your income, start a business, get in great shape, or learn a 

new language...the 100 Day Challenge will show you how to get more done in the next 100 
days of your life than most people and organizations do over the course of 10 years.

It’s your right and responsibility to give yourself every competitive advantage to succeed, 

to fast track your performance and CRUSH YOUR THIRD QUARTER GOALS. 

What follows are some compelling reasons why you will want to participate in the 100 Day 

Challenge and MAKE THIS THE BEST YEAR OF YOUR LIFE!

ARE YOU READY FOR A CHALLENGE?

http://www.100daychallenge.com
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The 100 Day Challenge incorporates the proven disciplines and principles of superior 

execution in the context of a 100 day execution cycle.

By participating, you’ll discover how to develop clarity and focus on what matters most 

while implementing a healthy sense of urgency to get things done. You’ll learn how to: 

 ( Dramatically increase your income.

 ( Accelerate your performance on-demand.

 ( Take back control of your life and future.

 ( Turn problems into profitable solutions.

 ( Balance the key priorities in your life.

 ( Lower your stress and increase your joy.

 ( Create a culture that embodies excellence.

 ( Accomplish your goals in record time.

GET YOUR
MOJO WORKING
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THE 100 DAY CHALLENGE IS APPROPRIATE 
FOR EVERYONE WHO WANTS TO LIVE LARGE

Boardroom

Classroom

Locker room

Living room
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 ( 1-9 participants | $177 each

 ( 10-24 participants ( $15 savings ) | $162 each

 ( 25-49 participants ( $25 savings ) | $152 each

 ( 50-99 participants ( $35 savings ) | $142 each

 ( 100+ participants ( $50 savings ) | $127 each

INVESTMENT
That’s the best part as the investment is a very reasonable $177 per participant, and the 

daily time commitment is just 10-15 minutes. * A two-payment plan is also available.

CORPORATE / GROUP DISCOUNTS
If you own a company or manage a team of people ( 10+ ), we are happy to provide the 

following discount schedule. 

ENROLLMENT PERIOD
The enrollment period for the 100 Day Challenge takes place from July 1st - 10th. 

Get all program details at 100DayChallenge.com or call 877.462.5748 for further details.

Need to Convince the Boss? Use this letter to get the buy-in you need.

A LIFE
CHANGING
INVESTMENT

*Contact us for special value-added services

http://www.100daychallenge.com
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GARY RYAN BLAIR
THE GOALS GUY®

GARY RYAN BLAIR
Known as The Goals Guy and #1 Best Selling Author of Everything Counts, I’ve spent 

over 20 years of my life showing people how to build and maintain superior performance.

I created the 100 Day Challenge to share with you the same methods I have used to 

shatter sales goals, quickly grow a number of multi-million dollar businesses, coach  

people to extraordinary performances, and to help people around the world to get more 

accomplished by deploying a series of simple and proven execution strategies. 

The 100 Day Challenge is not just another goal setting program. It’s an EXTREME  
HARDCORE PERFORMANCE ACCELERATION PROGRAM that was built to show you 

how to get more done in 100 days than most people do over the course of 10 years.

The extraordinary results of more than 520,000 people from more than 80 countries 

around the world provide evidence that this program works and delivers on its promises.

Companies that have placed their trust in the 100 Day Challenge:

A challenge tests your limits, pushes you beyond 
the breaking point, and separates you from the herd.

GARY RYAN BLAIR
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